Proteins perform remarkably diverse functions, many of which are essential for life. The evolution of animals required the creation of new activities-including the ability of cells to stick together (adhesion) and to divide in specific orientations -from the primitive proteins present in their unicellular ancestors. Insight into protein evolution should enhance our appreciation for the molecular mechanisms of current protein functions that are often dysregulated in human disease (1) . However, the changes in amino acid sequence required to create new protein functions are often not known; moreover, the molecular mechanisms responsible for changes in protein function remain unclear. We investigated these two unresolved aspects of protein function in the context of a metabolic enzyme known as guanylate kinase (GK enz ) that is found across all forms of life. Approximately 600 million years ago, around the time when animals first appeared, the GK enz gene was duplicated. One copy of the protein acquired the ability to bind proteins (known as GK dom ) to mediate cell adhesion and oriented divisions (2, 3) . We found that only a single amino acid change in the GK enz sequence converts GK enz to GK dom , and it does so by affecting the protein's dynamics (Fig. P1) . When GK enz binds its metabolic substrate, it undergoes a change in shape, or conformational change, that isolates the substrate from the surrounding environment. Our results indicate that the amino acid change prevents the substrateinduced closed conformation necessary for efficient GK enz catalytic function, while simultaneously allowing for protein binding to GK dom .
The GK enz catalyzes the transfer of a phosphoryl group from ATP, the energy currency of the body, to its substrate, the related nucleotide GMP, to regulate cellular GMP levels (Fig. P1A) . Meanwhile, the GK dom represents the defining component of the membrane-associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) superfamily. MAGUKs participate in proteinprotein interactions to serve as scaffolds in the processes of cell adhesion, cortical polarity (i.e., locally increased concentrations of a particular protein in the cell membrane for performing a particular task), and spindle orientation, a step that is important for positioning cells following division (Fig. P1B) . Each of these processes is crucial to proper development and maintenance of normal tissue environment (tissue homeostasis) in multicellular organisms (3). Although the GK enz and GK dom share significant sequence similarity and have nearly identical structures (4, 5), their functions are entirely different: GK enz does not bind proteins, and GK dom is not an enzyme (3). We sought to define the minimal sequence change sufficient to confer functional properties of GK dom , specifically the protein-binding and spindle orientation activities, to GK enz and to establish a molecular mechanism by which this striking functional change occurred.
To identify the sequence differences responsible for the functional differences between extant GK enz and GK dom , we attempted to impart spindle-orienting activity to GK enz , as GK dom from discs large (Dlg), a known spindle-orienting protein. The Dlg GK dom functions in this process by binding partner of inscuteable (Pins), which targets it to specific sites on the cell's membrane. We examined various amino acid changes in GK enz for their ability to cause GK enz → GK dom neofunctionalization, leading to spindle orientation activity similar to the GK dom of Dlg. Most mutations had no effect, but a single serine-to-proline (S → P) mutation caused GK enz to bind Pins and orient the spindle to a level indistinguishable from GK dom , demonstrating that a single amino acid change can convert the GK enz to a functional GK dom (Fig. P1) .
The S → P mutation that supports GK enz neofunctionalization destroys catalytic activity, indicating that spindle orientation and nucleotide kinase functions are mutually exclusive. Together, these results demonstrate a remarkably short sequence path sufficient for the conversion of GK enz to GK dom ; that is, a single S → P change results in a loss of enzymatic activity and a coincident gain of both protein-binding and spindle orientation activity. Structural studies have revealed the GK enz undergoes a dramatic conformational change from its apo ("open") to GMP-bound ("closed") state that is critical for its enzymatic activity. The closed form of GK enz appears unlikely to accommodate protein binding because the GK-binding cleft is only large enough to bind GMP and not a larger protein segment. Moreover, the S → P mutation occurs in the "hinge" region that mediates the closing of the GK enz that occurs when GMP binds. Because proline is a fairly inflexible amino acid and can constrain the protein backbone, we theorized that the S → P substitution uncouples ligand binding from conformational change as a molecular mechanism for GK dom functional conversion. Using several methods sensitive to GK shape, we observed that the S → P mutation does not close when GMP binds like the normal enzyme does. We propose that loss of the GK closing motions underlies the functional outcome of a surprisingly simple sequence change that results in a dramatic change in protein activity.
The ability of existing proteins to acquire new functions is a defining principle of molecular evolution and protein design. However, little is known about the minimal sequence changes that result in functional changes within existing protein folds. Even less is understood about the molecular mechanisms that ultimately govern the functional changes that result from sequence variation. Here, we describe a surprisingly simple sequence change in which a single amino acid substitution functionally converts the GK enz to GK dom . Furthermore, we demonstrate that this functional conversion occurs through the loss of GK closing motions that are necessary for GK enz function yet deleterious to GK dom activity. Altering protein dynamics may be an efficient mechanism for creating new protein functions because of the limited number of mutations that it can require, as we have observed in the MAGUK GK domain.
